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At the heart of the research process is the ability to find, or-

Find and Collect

ganize, read, understand, and then use the previously published
literature in a field of study. Doing so successfully can be a
time-consuming and confusing endeavor. Fortunately for today’s researchers, a wide-variety of research and reference
management tools (e.g., EndNote, Mendeley, Zotero, and
Qiqqa) have been created to facilitate this process. ReadCube,
initially released in late 2011 and regularly updated and improved since then, represents one more option in this somewhat
crowded software space. Since helping students and library
users navigate the research process is central to our role as instruction librarians, let’s take a closer look at this new(ish) tool
and see what it has to offer.

Following installation, you will be prompted immediately
to “add articles to your library” which you can do either by
dragging files and folders directly onto the “My Library” view,
or by clicking the import button (
) and then browsing your
local directory structure to identify the files you wish to import
(see Figure 1).

Getting Started
A free version of ReadCube’s desktop software is available for both Mac and Windows platforms (there are also mobile
versions on the App Store and Google Play; our focus here will
be on the desktop version). In order to download a copy, you
first need to register for an account, which you can do either by
signing in through Facebook or Google Plus, or by creating a
new account with an email address and password. In order to
complete your registration, you will be asked to provide your
full name, institution, and role in your organization (e.g., Librarian/Information Specialist). Be aware that when entering
your institution name you cannot use an abbreviation (e.g.,
WMU); instead, you must use the full name (e.g., Western
Michigan University). ReadCube will help by looking up institution names as you type.
Once registered, you will be taken to the installation page
where a download of the correct version for your operating
system should be automatically initiated (e.g., a ‘Setup.exe’
file).

As ReadCube imports your PDF files, they are scanned for
metadata (e.g., title, author, publication) which is then used to
match the articles against online sources to pull in and automatically populate all available citation information.
When a file cannot be identified from the available information (see Figure 2), you can provide ReadCube with some
basic information (see Figure 3) such as article title, author,
and/or journal name which it can then use to “help ReadCube
resolve (the) article.” If a match cannot be found in the available online sources (currently only PubMed or Google Scholar),
then you can opt to manually edit the article metadata in order
to add all relevant information.

Search
Another way to add articles to your library is via a direct
search from within the ReadCube application. Here again, the
only two database search options are PubMed and Google
Scholar. After selecting a tool, and entering your search terms,
the results are retrieved directly into the ReadCube interface
(see Figure 4) where icons indicate items that are already in
your library ( )as well as those you have not yet viewed
(green dot). Select a citation to see the brief record, including
an abstract (when available). From the brief record view, you
can mark the article as a favorite, import only the metadata into

Figure 1: Citations in ReadCube’s “My Library” view
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your library, or (if available) download the full PDF version of
the article from the web. ReadCube uses the institutional affiliation information you provided during your registration
(remember when we said it was important to put in your institution’s correct name? ) to identify the appropriate proxy server
to allow users to gain access to articles paid for by their libraries in addition to freely available content.

Recommendations
Finally, ReadCube uses the content in your library, along
with your recent search activity, to generate suggestions of
other papers that might be of interest to you. From within the
“Recommendations” section, you can determine how recent
suggested items should be (e.g., published in last 3 months)
and whether they should be generated based on your entire
library or just selected lists. One caveat to keep in mind is that
as with direct search, the only tools that ReadCube currently

uses to generate recommendations are Google Scholar and
PubMed, so depending on your topic you may find your results
limited in unintended ways.

Organize
Lists
ReadCube allows you to create “lists” to organize the content in your library (see Figure 5). Any one item can be contained in multiple lists. If you add items to your library by importing folders, you can have ReadCube set up lists by default
based on your folder names. Alternately, you can manually
create lists and assign items to them using by first clicking on
the “+” icon in the bottom left-hand corner of the interface,
entering your desired list name, and then dragging and dropping items from your library into the new list. Then, when you
(TechMatters...continued on page 8)

Figure 2:
Options for resolving an
“unmatched article” in
ReadCube

Figure 3:
Using the “unmatched article”
interface to provide additional
metadata to “help” ReadCube
find a match
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select a list from the menu on the left side of the screen your
library will be filtered to show only the items you have assigned to it.

Annotations
ReadCube allows users to highlight text (with four different “highlighter” color options) and add notes while reading
downloaded articles. Simply click and drag to select the relevant text and a pop-up menu will appear with options to highlight and/or add a note. Once added, notes are associated with
the article and can be easily accessed individually by clicking
on the highlighted text or for the entire article by clicking on
the Notes icon ( ) that appears in the tool bar.

Read, Write, and Cite
Enhanced PDFs
In addition to allowing you to self-annotate your articles,
ReadCube also provides “automatic enhancements” to down-

loaded items when possible. When enhancements are available, the “Enhanced PDF” label will appear in the bottom menu
bar (see Figure 6). In an enhanced document, hover over an
author’s name to see affiliation and contact information, as
well as initiate an author search in Google Scholar or PubMed.
Similarly, when you hover over an in-text citation, the full citation information appears in a pop-up which you can click to
locate and retrieve the article if available (though this does not
work for all citations, likely due to citation structure and other
factors).

SmartCite
SmartCite is ReadCube’s citation tool for use with Microsoft Word. In order to use it, ReadCube and Word both need
to be open on your machine. To insert a citation, position your
cursor in Word at the end of the content you wish to cite, and
then press the <Ctrl> button on your keyboard twice. This will
launch the SmartCite tool (see Figure 7). Locate the article you
wish to cite using the search box and select it from the results
to insert it into your document. Once the citation is added, you
can use SmartCite to select a specific “Citation Style” .

Figure 4:
Results of a Google Scholar
search in ReadCube

Figure 5:
Use “lists” to organize
the items in your library
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Figure 6:
Enhanced author information
in ReadCube

(choosing from scores of possible styles). When you are ready,
you can use the “Insert Bibliography” option (again, accessed
via <Ctrl> <Ctrl>) to generate and insert the endnotes or footnotes (depending on your selected citation style) wherever your
cursor is in Word (e.g., at the end of the article).

ReadCube Pro
A brief comment on the “Pro” version of ReadCube, which
is available for $5/month (or $50/year). If you find you like
ReadCube, but work on multiple devices (e.g., desktop and tablet), particularly at different locations (e.g., home computer and
work computer), it is worth exploring this option. Pro allows
you to sync your entire ReadCube library, instead of it being
wedded to just one device, and has a few other features (e.g.,
automatic imports from a “watched” folder).
Figure 7: ReadCube’s SmartCite tool when at least
one in-text citation has been inserted into Word
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Final Assessment
With a clean, intuitive user interface, ReadCube allows users to quickly start importing, organizing, and annotating their
research sources. For most users, the learning curve for this tool
is likely to be much gentler than for its more robust cousins such
as EndNote. That being said, ReadCube does have a few limitations. Although the ability to search for resources directly from
the application interface is a convenient option, the fact that the
only two databases available are PubMed and Google Scholar
makes this feature less useful for researchers in the Humanities
than those in the Sciences. Additionally, although the SmartCite
tool works well with Microsoft Word, it could be developed to
work with a wider variety of word processing applications
Nonetheless, ReadCube is a viable option for researchers
looking for an easy-to-use tool to help them organize the results
of their literature review and then cite those sources in their
written documents. With a little bit more development it may
one day be viewed as a top competitor in the research management arena.

